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Adama    

Love Alliance with Self 

 

Breathe the sacred moment, children of the Light, children of the Source, children of the Sacred 
Heart of Life itself on this Planet. I am Adama, High Priest of the Very High today, High Priest 
of the Sacred Love, High Priest of the One Life in all dimensions, in all the multi-universes.  
 

We are here in great numbers today, we form several circles of Light around you; you, the living 
circle of Life, the living circle of Love in action in this dimension. We have come to remind you 
who you are, to remind you of the Light that shines in your heart, the Light that you embody in 
this dimension by all that you are: you, the child of the Source; you, the risen Christ. And when I 
say "Christ", I am not talking about the Christ of the Catholic Church, I am talking about the 
Luminous Essence, the Energy of Creation in the multi-universes: I am talking about the Sacred 
Luminous One Life, the Unconditional Love, the magnificent and infinite Peace. I am speaking 
of the most beautiful in all of Creation!  

You belong to this Love Vibration, you belong to the Sacred Light, each one of you, and today 
we have come to remind you of this. Behind each of you stands a priest, a priestess of the Great 
Temple of Sacred, Divine, Unique Love; the Universal, multidimensional Great One. We invite 
you to connect with this Priest, this priestess from heart to heart, from Life to Life, from Light to 
Light.  

Today we invite each one of you to recognize the multidimensional Being that you are, the 
Unconditional Being of Love that you are. We invite you to recognize that you are Life in Action, 
not just any life but the Sacred Life of Love, each of you in your own way. The only thing that 
prevents you from understanding and totally accepting these words is your beliefs; beliefs which 
were imposed on you, beliefs which were driven into you since your young age in this dimension.  

Today we are forming a circle of transmutation, resurrection and Love. I invite you to place, 
symbolically speaking, in the center of this circle, all the beliefs that belong to the 3rd dimension, 
to the collective unconscious of this Planet, this humanity and all those who suffer in this 
dimension; and that, at all levels of your being and what lives in this dimension.      
                                                                                                                                                           
Then, as one heart, we imagine those energies leaving you, leaving your mental body, your astral 
body, your etheric body, your physical body. We imagine these energies gathering in the center 
of this circle. And now we ask, we invite the Flame of Cosmic Love, the Violet Flame of 
Transmutation to take all these energies and to transmute them into pure Joy, pure Freedom and 
pure Love.  

Today we form an alliance with you: we of Telos, you of Mother Earth in incarnation; you, our 
hearts in action in this dimension, because we have been linked to you for generations and 
generations. At each of your incarnations, we walked in silence beside you, accompanying you, 
supporting you, encouraging you. Today, we invite you to recognize this Truth, this 
Consciousness that you carry, this Heart that you radiate in this dimension.  
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I will now give each of you a crystal. This crystal acts as a catalyst, a memory trigger: the 
memory of this Circle of Light that we form, this circle of Love that we form, as a sign of 
unconditional alliance with the Love that you are, with the Truth that you are, with the Life that 
you are and that you are about to discover because, in reality, the energies are powerful on Planet 
Earth at this time. They are powerful and they urge you to recognize the Greatness that lives in 
you, they urge you to recognize that you are a Being of Love, a Being of Light. And nothing else!  
                                                                                                                                                        
Today I, your brother, invite you to welcome this Truth, to dare make room for it in your heart, to 
open your heart to this Truth: that you are a Being of Love, that you are an eternal Being, that 
you are a Consciousness, a Love Energy in action in this world and nothing else. Everything you 
believe to be does not reflect your Reality, your Truth. What you believe to be is part of the 
image that you project to those around you and to yourself, especially to yourself! You project an 
image of yourself to yourself, a false image, a distorted image, an image colored with the 
vibrations of the 3rd dimension. Today, we are depositing the false image that you have created, 
that you have welcomed in you, that you have nourished. We invite you to release this image, to 
place it in the Flame of Transmutation, the Violet Flame, the Flame of Illumination, of Divine 
Wisdom and the Pink Flame of Cosmic Love: of this Unconditional, Infinite and Living Love in 
which you live, grow and evolve.  

Focus on that heart within you. Focus on this circle that we form, this circle that you form: a 
living circle of luminous, conscious, beautiful, sacred, divine, eternal beings. A living, sacred, 
divine circle that you are forming right now. Feel this connection. The living circle of Love that 
we form around you being connected to this circle that you form in the matter; this living circle to 
which you belong at this moment, that you create, that you co-create, that you make grow.  
                                      
I will go around and give each of you a crystal to seal this Alliance of Love, this Alliance of 
Light, this Alliance of Eternity with yourself. (Denise distributes the crystals in the circle we are 
forming.) 

I invite you to place this crystal on your heart at this moment: we are infusing it with the Love of 
the Love Alliance with yourself. You are invited each of you to take a step towards yourself 
today, towards the Flame of Love that you are. 

We invite you to recognize this today, not as a word that you hear, but as this connection with 
Love that you feel. 

You are the most important Being in your life!  You are asked to welcome these words my 
children, these words of Mighty Love, these words charged with the Telos Energy, the Energy of 
Unconditional Love of Life for each of you. 
                                        
I now invite you to return to your places and I will continue ... 

 

 

	


